Industrial Control Systems
Secure, simple network cloaking and remote access for ICS
Customer KPMs
87% Faster
$980k Saved Annually
Eliminated O&M Costs
Fully Redundant

Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) are the computerized components which monitor and manage physical engineering processes. For entities with geographically
dispersed equipment, providing a resilient procedure through which operators and
vendors can remotely access ICSs is a practical and economic necessity. However,
since ICSs sit at the intersection of the cyber and kinetic worlds, they must be vigorously defended. Most of the preexisting solutions we have seen at client sites are the
result of the pragmatic layering of defenses, rather than a holistic design process, and
often involve complex login procedures that take 10 to 15 minutes to complete.
Dispel’s remote ICS access solution was built from the ground up to provide a fast,
resilient, connection experience while also upgrading any connected ICS to a moving
target defense posture.
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100 Seconds

Exceptional Resiliency

Let your team securely connect to your
ICSs in under two minutes.

Rely upon automatically maintained,
physically distinct, hot standby networks.

Active Directory, LDAP, and MFA

No External Internet Allowed

Integrate your Active Directory or LDAP
and enable MFA with either a temporary
one time password or hardware token.

Lock down white-listed subnets and
enable remote connectivity without
granting external Internet access.
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Typical Implementation Process

ICS Defense - How it Works

1) Scope Segmentation
Requirements

Virtual Desktop or Application Brokered Connectivity

We work with your network team
to determine how to best segment
ICS networks, whether by location,
system-type, or another metric. During
this time, we will determine any
networking or firewall requirements
for the on-site install.

2) Build the Enclave &
Assign Access
Build the required Enclave using the
Dispel Admin Console. The Enclave will
ensure connections to the ICS network
are encrypted and disassociated.

3) Install Hardware
On-Site at ICS Network
Connect the ICS Network to the associated Dispel Enclave with a specialized
piece of hardware called a Wicket ESI.
On-Site installations generally take 30
minutes, as an identical mock network
is built during an intermediate oneweek pilot phase.

Our applications and virtual desktops stop bad actors from accessing your
control systems.
Connections to your ICS network are cascade encrypted with both AES-256
(FIPS 140-2 compliant) and ChaCha20 ciphers using independent 4096-bit
keys. These encrypted pathways are dynamically established via the Dispel
Application, wherein authorized users can switch between independent ICS
networks.
For organizations requiring enhanced control and segmentation, connections are brokered through Virtual Desktops (Windows or Linux). These
VDIs are built on a daily basis with the latest security patches and updates.
Customized to your specifications, users can launch their desktops with the
press of a button. Dispel’s platform automatically manages building and
cycling virtual infrastructure and desktops, saving engineering man-hours
and associated cloud costs.
User

Multi-Factor
Authentication

Application
or Virtual Desktop

4) Work
Users will now be able to connect to
the ICS network remotely, through
either our application or a virtual
desktop. Administrators retain total
control over the end-to-end encrypted, dynamic pathways used to access
their system.

Cycling
Entry Point

Enclave

Technical Requirements
Required Ports & IP Addresses
1 non-standard port withheld from
public documentation for security.
Hardware will need to be provided a
static IP address on the ICS Network.

Router

Cloud

On-Prem
Dispel
Wicket ESI

Corporate Internet Access
In addition to ICS Network
connectivity, deployed hardware will
need public Internet access through
a separate interface. This allows the
hardware to establish a connection to
the Enclave. Each interface is restricted
preventing lateral traffic movement.

Switch

ICS PoC Network
No External Internet
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Case Study
Implementation Details

Case Study | ICS Defense

General
3 independent sites, each connected
to 10-15 satellite facilities via MPLS.

With Dispel, a utility saves both time and money while enabling faster, more
secure access to their SCADA systems.

Securing Remote Access to SCADA Systems.

Required 24/7 access for 150
operators, with the majority working
remotely and often connecting to
the ICS at 2 A.M.

Customer Requirements
- Integration with preexisting Active Directory.
- Multi-Factor Authentication (both RSA SecurID & Temporary One-Time Password).
- Application compatibility with Windows 10 on employee Toughbooks.
- End-to-End Encryption using unique keys.

Network Layer

- Full hot-swappable system redundancy across 3 plant locations.

Implementation covered both the
corporate network and the private
ICS network.

- Policy assignments segmenting users to specific regions/plants.
- Dynamic infrastructure cycling on a staggered, administrator defined schedule.

Key Performance Metrics

Firewalls on the ICS network
prevented any actions except RDP.

- Employees experienced 87% faster login times.
- $980,000 annual savings from the increase in technician time efficiency.
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- Eliminated 100% of the O&M (patching, debugging, and upgrades) associated with
the connection process.
- Upgraded MFA security posture and improved internal risk management.
- Increased SCADA system performance by reducing latency hops between
system and end user.
- Provided a rapid fail-over mechanism.
1. Gartner, Cool Vendors in Unified Communications, 2017, 11 May 2017. The Gartner Cool Vendor Logo is a trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc., and/or
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of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied,
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